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Part A 

Ansnwer p ten questions. 

Each questi n carries 2 marks. 

. State cross pruduet rui: fui diiicroiiiaiivn e:t: îitios. 

2. Find he arc length parametrisation of the crve r(t) = e cost i + e sint j + e'k with base point 

att = 0. 

3 Define the directional derivative of a differetiable function on the plane. 

4. Evaluate the line integral (a+39) da + (r- v) dy where 

C:z= 2cos t, y= 4sin t, 0sts 

5. Define the flux of a three dimensional vecti field F across an oriented surface S. 

6. Define the divergence of a vector field in sraee. 

7 Express the equation of the curve a = 7 i: polar co-ordinates. 

8. Find the equation of the ellipse with foci (:v2,0) and vertices 

(2,0). 

9. Find the eccentricity of the hyperbola 9 - 16 = 144. 

10. Find the number of generators of Z y under addition modulo 1. 

1. What is the order of the Dihedral group D. 

12. Find the number of clements in {f E Sa : {1) =1, f(2) = 2}. 

(10x2-20) 
Pae 1/2 Turn Over 



P:rt B 

Farch quevtionn errries marks, 

13. Find the equation of tangent to the ellise+ = 2 at the point (-2, 1).. 

14. Find the gradient of f(z,y. z) 3e- con(yz) at /0,0,0) and find the derivative of the function 

this point in the direction of n = 2i 4 2. 

tion f a 

(3,5,0) 
yz dr + cz dy + ryd:a 15. fvalua J12) 

lary o 16. Apply Green's Theorem to evaluate (* ¥) dr + (e" +') dy where C is the boundan 

the region between y =t' and y = 2a oriented counterclockwise. 

17. Find the portion of the plane y + 2z2 inside the cylinder +y' =1. 

18. Find the focus. equation of the axis and the direcris of the parabola y= -2x. 

19. Find the vertices, foci, length of the semimajor axis and the length of the semiminor axis of the 

hyperbola y-3 =3. 

20. Show that the set of all cube roots of unity formns a group under complex number multiplication. 

21. Write all the elements and their order in the Group ofall 2 x 2 matrices under matrix addition with 

addition modulo 2. 

(6x5-30 

Piert 

nSwer ny two questions 

Each questio Ties 15 marks. 

22. (a) Find the unit tangent, principai norinai and a vaure of the curve 

r(t) = acost i + asint j+btk. a, b20 and a + #0. 

(b) Find the directions in which f{z,y, ) = °-ty°- z increases most rapidly and decreases 

most rapidly at the point (1,1,0).. 

23. Verify Stoke's Theorem for F = a'i+'jtz'k where S is the portion of the cone 

= y+ybelow the plane z = 1 with upward orientation. 

24. (a) Find the equation of the hyperbola when 16:a-- 8y= 16 is shifted I units to the left and 3 

units up. Also find the center,vertices, foci and directrix of the new hyperbola. Sketch the new 

hyperbola with all these details. 

(b) Find the polar equation of the circle (z -4+ (y-3)= 49. 

2. (a) Show by an example that every proper subgroup of a non abelian group may be abelian. 

(b) How many homomorphisms are there fiom Z to 2. 
(2x 15-30) 
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